
Minutes of a NMRA BR BoD Meeting held on the 27 October 2018 at the Convention

Present: David McLaughlin (President), Charles Hendy (Vice President), Peter Bowen 
(Membership Director), Peter Lloyd-Jones (Secretary) and Chris James (Hon Treasurer), Gordy 
Robinson (for some of the time).

Due to time restraints some items have had to be carried forward to our next meeting.

Item 1.  The Minutes of the BoD meeting held in August was agreed as being a true record.

Item 2.  Appointment of Officers.
 

Bre-news Editor.  Position currently Vacant.

ACTION All

Item 3. Financial Update  The Hon Treasurer report was included in his address to the AGM and is
not repeated here.

CLOSED

Item 4   Upcoming Events

NMRA “Sponsored”

Benson  2019  (13th, January).  Do we need to do Insurance? 
Convention 2019  (Aberdeen, September).  Profit and Loss submitted, some traders have 
expressed concern over distances.  The organisers are preparing a different formate and 
structure for this convention.  The BoD reconfirmed their backing.
Convention 2020.  Some interest has been expressed in organising this convention by Black 
Diamonds as it is the 75 Anniversary but nothing is confirmed as yet.
Convention 2021.  Possibly Bournemouth?
National Convention (2022, Birmingham).  The BoD need to be clear on financial 
implications for the region including our commitment and what is done with any surpluses  
as we are unable to support it financially. The Hon Treasure to liaise.  A separate company 
has been formed.  NMRA BR has “lent” money for initial start up.  

NMRA “Interest”

Tolworth (10/11 Nov).  The stand will not be present.
Warley (24/25 Nov) We have a stand at Warley the total cost of which is £133.32.  Nigel 
Bowyer handles all the arrangements for us but the Treasurer will contact to see if he needs 
materials.
Alley Pally (March 2019).  Arrangements must be made to have a presence.  

ACTIONS
CJ to liaise on Convention Insurance.
CJ to liaise with the National Convention Team
BoD  to consider presence at shows.



Item 5 GDPR actions

Guidance to be incorporated into the Regional Handbook
ACTION  CJ

Item 6 Membership database/website  

The desirability of using the web for renewals, new members joining, holding members 
details and GDPR implications were discussed.  Membership Director and Chris  to liaise 
with Peter Borcherds and advise on the way ahead.
ACTION Peter B, PB and CJ

Item 7 Updating Historical Records 

Ongoing.

ACTION PL-J

Item 8 Peter Tobutt Brass Locos

Details of the competition have been published in Roundhouse.

CLOSED 

Item 9 Roundhouse Advertising providing a new revenue stream. Carried Forward

Peter explained that their was potential for more income from Round House advertising if 
we added 8 more pages and used these for adverts.  See annex D.  To find potential 
advertisers the model railway press needs scrutinising with initial phone contact followed by
email and finally a copy of our magazine.  This needs to be done by the Round House 
advertising officer who also need to closely coordinate with the Treasurer on matters of 
income.  12 pages of adds would pay for the freight and printing. The possibility of also 
including adds on the App was considered.  We also need to ensure we close the loop as to 
payment for adds to ensure against missing revenue.  It was also suggested only selling a 
year at a time with new rates for different prime locations. 
ACTION CJ to liaise with “Roundhouse advertising Officer.

Item 10 Member Get Member a new incentive to build membership. Carried Forward

PB presented his paper.  This was well received and the subject will be discussed on our 
forum.  This raised the question of the Duties and Status of the Divisional and Group reps, a 
subject to also be discussed on the forum.
ACTION All

Item 11   Non NMRA Members as Group Representatives



It was agreed that though an informal group could have a representative who was not a 
member of the NMRA,  such a group would not conform to the definitions laid down in the 
Handbook and so would not be entitled to any benefits.

CLOSED

Item 12  Region and district reports.

The desirability of getting all District and Regional Reports was discussed, in particular as 
not all submitted them and those that did often had nothing of significance to report, in 
contrast to others which were dynamic and interesting.  A possible solution suggested was 
that representatives passed their reports directly to the Web page updating them when and as 
required. 

ACTION PL-J

Item 13 Scope of the NMRA BR

Our actual constitution does not designate any particular prototype which we should follow, 
though by tradition we specialise in US and Canadian Railroads.  Opinions need to be 
obtained and perhaps a ballot held.

The NMRA is neither Gauge, Scale or Prototype specific and we should appeal to the full 
spectrum of modellers.

If we broaden our scope we could have National advertising in the UK.

ACTION ALL

ITEM  14 Gorby Presentation

Gordy joined the BoD and a discussion was held on the way ahead.

There were two main thrusts to the discussion, the first was keeping the Region in the public 
eye and the second providing some sort of initiative involving the membership.  These duties
were carried out  well by Mike Hughes in the past.

It was thought that the most obvious way to keep in the public eye was attendance at shows. 
This can be achieved with a display stand, with a exhibition layout, with a exhibition layout 
incorporating a low key display stand or  modelling demonstrations with an American twist 
and with participation from the public.  It was also noted that though one must pay to just 
bring in a stand, a demonstration or a layout is free.

There is a need for a demonstration team for suitable venues such as York, Morley, Ally 
Pally, Glasgow, Brighton, Wigan and Thornbury.  Divisions should be fully evolved in this 
and perhaps take the lead.

As regards getting the membership involved in modelling two approaches were discussed, T-
Trak  N gauge modules (see http://www.t-trak.org/) or small (2 foot) Freemo filler modules.  

No decision was made.



As there is no requirement for a competition in our constitution and that RPM or AP  can be 
supported rather than  a competition it was agree to put this to a vote at the AGM.

President thanked Gorby for his enthusiasm and hard work.

ACTION GR will write a few lines on the subject.

Next BoD To be decided but possible venues include Benson (January), FreeMo South (March)  
Christow (May).  (To hold a meeting there must be 3 BoD members present including the President 
or Vic President).

Peter Lloyd-Jones
Secretary


